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(Twenteenth) Survey about quality of 3DXChat

Response Details

04 What feature are you missing most? (up to 3 choices possible) (Mandatory)
Answers

232
100%

0% 9% 18% COUNT PERCENT

More sex poses 110 17.24%

More clothes 91 14.26%

More more avatar customization 88 13.79%

Customizable clothes and hair 84 13.17%

Soft cock option 73 11.44%

Pose editor 72 11.29%

Minigames inside game 49 7.68%

More dance moves 41 6.43%

Better editor for rooms 30 4.7%

Total Votes: 638 100%

Com

268,304,425

More Idle Pose, More FEMDOM options, Pregnancy Slider, Weight Slider- Allow people to be more
skinny or fat. Yesterday, 6:33PM

268,290,019

I would love to be able to play a card game inside the game, any other minigame would be great
too Saturday, Oct 8th 7:2

268,282,544
chastity belt option would be great for so many sissies Saturday, Oct 8th 2:5

268,282,536

I truly believe that People Come here for the sex but they stay for the social connexions they made
so please, PLEASE, give us stuff to do with our friends and lovers outside the sex. We're often
bored when we dont do sex. Poker, playing pool, darts, send a ball in a basket, grab stuffed
animals in a machine of funfair, beer pong, throw stuff, anything that can be fun and transformed
as other games or challenges by the creativity of players. More funny poses, social poses, to laugh
and connect even more and stay on the game.

Saturday, Oct 8th 2:4

268,281,796

The feature most people I talk to gripe about is that there is no "breast play" in sex poses. There
are no poses for that and I hear complaints about that all the time.

Saturday, Oct 8th
12:33AM

268,266,602

- More objects in the world editor would considerably lighten the constructions. (cars, home
objects, outdoor objects, office objects, bars/clubs, etc), being able to change their colors. 
- The possibility to have an opacity slider for the elements (transparent to opaque) would allow to
create objects like curtains a little bit transparent etc 
- Some chairs (like the Eams, or the blue chair) have interesting poses. They should be available as
free poses, so that they can be put on other created chairs. 
- be able to import JPEG or PNG images in order to make paintings, frames with photos etc 
- More clothes for male avatars. A tuxedo and some socks would be nice. 
A suit and tie would be great. 
The possibility to have hair on other parts of the body (chest, forearms, legs. Not all men are
beardless and hair is not dirty).

Friday, Oct 7th 3:19P
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268,262,455
Male avatars need pole dance poses. And long hair options. And Kilts. And make up. Friday, Oct 7th 1:55P

268,258,970
WMR vr support Friday, Oct 7th 12:13

268,253,188

More Cumshot options should be available in general, but specifically add them for the Wall and
Gloryhole Sex Poses. Thursday, Oct 6th 7:

268,252,860
The ability to stop people from cuddling and kissingcheek without permission Friday, Oct 7th 7:29A

268,244,356
I would love to see even 3 different avatar heights, just feels weird bein as tall as a 6' tall man. Friday, Oct 7th 1:12A

268,244,231

In general: Genital Customization, maybe two cock sizes that still work with poses, and maybe at
least two vaginas to choose from! Friday, Oct 7th 1:12A

268,221,299

More, but also better ways to pick, poses. Better categorization of them so you don't pick the
wrong one by mistake. Even just a mouse hover tooltip description would help.

Thursday, Oct 6th
11:26AM

268,160,582
dance for couples too Wednesday, Oct 5th

9:39AM

268,142,436

Ps. The patch for update 440 with the 4 new clothes for male, do not work with the suit top it
glitches.

Wednesday, Oct 5th
1:50AM

268,130,663

Clothes: add the layer-options to the old clothes

Sex poses: more Lesbian sex poses. Touching/licking/sucking boobs/nipples

Avatar customization: scale/rotate/change color of tattoos. Or a function to add own pictures for
tattoos if possible.

Tuesday, Oct 4th 8:4

268,080,814

I happen to love the latest update however the head sets and purses cannot be removed with out
going to the editor to do so unlike our clothes so many are not even using them but really want to
also most ppl including myself would of loved more hair and the ability to use old and new fashion
with the new textures also more clothes in general fashion is one reason why ladies even log in
most of us any way thank you .

Monday, Oct 3rd 11

268,071,888
Pregnancy customization would be hot! Monday, Oct 3rd 6:4

268,070,037

Allow host to switch between preset lighting states. (Change red stage lighting to blue stage
lighting to solo spotlight, etc.) 
Add tempo/bpm/speed slider to dance animations. (Same function as sex poses would be good
enough.) 
Give fireworks extra charges, so the host has more control over their timings. 
Allow avatars to stand at least a little bit closer to each other. Slight clipping is better than an
invisible forcefield. 
Co-op build mode would be incredible. I would spend hours building with my partner.

Monday, Oct 3rd 5:1

268,063,728
We need more fantasy stuff like elf ears, vampire fangs, werewolf etc Monday, Oct 3rd 3:1

268,042,625

THEY TOOK AWAY the TELEPORT! and We need a SYNC function to allow simultaneous dance
change! Monday, Oct 3rd 12

268,030,488

- What is missing is the correct order of the layers of clothing. For example, bodysuits should be in
a layer of underwear rather than dresses.

- And also that one layer of clothing does not exclude another, as in the case of the open jacket.

- It is also annoying that in some sex positions the bottom part of the clothing is automatically
removed, although this is not necessary. For example, the blowjob pose. It would be better if
clothes could be taken off and put on in any position and control it yourself.

Sunday, Oct 2nd 1:5
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268,030,479

I would really like some Minigames mainly, u can do some stuff with the Room Editor and make up
some games but a supported minigames would be cool. Either some sex games or normal games -
- biliard, cards, boardgames etc.

Sunday, Oct 2nd 2:0

268,022,626

New tits fuck poses, like a boobsjob + sucking. Also changing the speed, a cumming animation like
that too Sunday, Oct 2nd 5:1

268,004,026

There are more bars playing country western music. Would be nice to have clothing to dress for
those places. Saturday, Oct 1st 12

268,003,749

could you put a short and curly hair, bob style, please and more dances, but of those that do not
deform the avatar's body Saturday, Oct 1st 12

268,002,761

Body Hair for male avatars - it's ridiculous it has never been in the game. At least chest hair if not
arms, legs and butt as well. Soft cock option is also very needed and should be a priority in my
opinion as it would make the most amount of players happy. Also a cock size slider option in the
character editor same as female breasts so when walking around it is different to other cocks as in
real life, it doesn't have to stay the same size when in a sex pose if this ruins the animation, all
cocks could be the same size when having sex in an animation, but could be different when
walking around, that's when it's important. And yes, soft, same as when u take a piss using the
toilet prop. It is possible, the model is already in the game, please add it ASAP. Also the option to
be able to add custom textures to objects in the world builder is needed. Another game uses a
system where you have the image file ( jpg/png etc) uploaded to an external image hoster and
when editing the room, the objects have a field in the item to put the url for that image. When the
room loads it grabs the image using the url and adds it to the prop before anyone comes in and
sees it. You could do the same thing, if you didn't want to be using external urls, you could give all
players space for their own images, the file size could be limited and specified to keep storage
space down, and you could limit the library to 100 images or whatever. Then the game could grab
the custom image when the room loads, if the other players have the normal textures saves on
their own computer then it could be saved at the time they use it. I don't know how it works at the
moment really, I only know that we need custom textures. One last thing, when there is server
maintenance, unless someone is on discord or forums they have no idea it is happening. Many
people are in the middle of sex when this happens. Another game I used to play has a server reset
once a week and they make a point of making an announcement in what is their equivalent of
World Chat. They announce it several times, 30 minutes before, 20 minutes, 10 minutes, 5 minutes
and 1 minute as far as I can remember. This gives people several chances to realize the server is
closing down and to organize themselves for it, and it is something I would like to see happen in
3DX when there is a server disruption happening, given that people get so upset when they finally
find someone to have sex with and then have it disconnect midway and they can't contact that
person again because they never added them as a friend first. The consequences of a server
disconnect in 3DX are quite large compared to other places so it would be good to have some kind
of announcements so the community is aware it is going to happen and can prepare accordingly.
It's all about making the experience as smooth and easy as possible for your players.

Saturday, Oct 1st
10:30AM

268,002,518
option for the guys to have chest hair and body piercing for men and women Saturday, Oct 1st

10:31AM

268,001,739

Lack of BDSM Poses for Female on mlae, e.g. Bondage or objects. 
Better threesome poses e.g. Sandwichpose Saturday, Oct 1st 9:1

268,001,551
Would love to know if there is a chance the TV option for video streaming will return? Saturday, Oct 1st 8:0

268,001,303
please soft cock option, sometimes small stuff is best Saturday, Oct 1st 8:2

267,999,726

I feel like the customizable options we had in the latest patches should be extended to clothing
and hair that don't have the options. It would make them more usable and fun too. Saturday, Oct 1st 4:2

267,999,415

Not listed here, but better UI cutomization and, the ability to drag out chat names and have
multiple windows open in chats. e,i being able to look at local chat and a friend's chat at the same
time, without having to swap back and forth. being able to change UI color too

Saturday, Oct 1st 3:2

267,996,968

1) more androgynous female customization for sissy / trans / crossdresser play 2) Animated GIF
images in profile gallery.

Saturday, Oct 1st
12:00AM
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267,995,055

I would like more men's clothes To Customize and women's I like to make costumes need one piece
for both men and women to customize some capes for both men and women . have you ever
thought maybe people who know how to make clothes could sell for gold in a store . anyways just
my thoughts thank you .

Friday, Sep 30th 9:27

267,994,847
Lactation and pregnancy would be awesome, without making it controversial Friday, Sep 30th 9:27

267,994,744
Cum animation on cock when having sex and pussy covered in cum too while fucking Friday, Sep 30th 9:20

267,994,541
Everything with poses and character customization is needed asap Friday, Sep 30th 9:03

267,994,467

Definitely missing more female-on-female poses (without the penis or dildo) ... like breast rubbing
or sucking. Could also be better explained in the pose selector which position the person selecting
the pose will go (i.e., different colour).

Friday, Sep 30th 9:02

267,993,821
BDSM Poses please :-) Friday, Sep 30th 8:16

267,993,589
Pointy ears for elf, demon, devil, alien Friday, Sep 30th 8:00

267,993,269

I personally would love to have more options for clothed sex. (Example: Thongs/Underwear moved
to the side, skirts lifted/raised up, jeans/pants pulled down, Leggings ripped open, etc...)

For poses, I'd love to see foursome poses (Gangbangs/blowbangs/bukkake to be specific). More
Threesome options would be nice too (Especially a MMF pose where the F is giving blowjobs to
both MM).

As for clothing, I'd love to see more options like Leggings/Yoga pants options, Higher waisted jean
shorts, gym/workout shorts, more skirt/miniskirts, more fishnet/stockings options, visible thongs
on the waist when wearing shorts/pants/skirts, and sheer/see-through shirts/tops.

Minigames could also work along with sex poses. If you added the game "Pool", people could do
strip bets/sex bets for winning/losing, which in turn would lead to add Pool table poses, and what
not. Could even make gloryhole related minigames, beer pong, etc... Minigames have a lot of
potential!

Friday, Sep 30th 7:29

267,984,520
I would like to have layers for the old clothes too. So i miss a long Jeans for females. Friday, Sep 30th 11:3

267,982,821
Soft cock option Friday, Sep 30th 9:42

267,976,457

Control of spot and dynamic lighting, setting off fireworks without having ro wait for timeout,
macros to sync a beat or a particular spot in a song. Pretty technical stuff but considering rhe type
of room I have, these are MY wishes.

Friday, Sep 30th 5:02

267,968,738

FEMALE- FEMALE POSES, THE OPTION TO TAKE OFF THE DICK. 
A PAIR OF BOOTS DR-Marteens Friday, Sep 30th 12:1

267,968,628
massage pose Friday, Sep 30th 12:2

267,968,620
The pose editor was kinda promised and the fact it is still not there I rate as a fraud Friday, Sep 30th 12:2

267,968,300
pleaseee GAMES INNSIDE AND A VIDEO PLAYER Friday, Sep 30th 12:1

267,966,646
Maybe piercings or anything like that? Thursday, Sep 29th

11:09PM
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